
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of workforce planning. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for workforce planning

Develops and maintains databases on Key Business Indicators (KBIs) to feed
Virtual Roster, Performance and Trends (PAT), and weekly labor reports labor
hours and clocked in by hour (CIBH)
Lead, direct, control and follow up the activities to achieve the short and long
term operating objectives and financial contribution
Professionally support the other functions with own professional skills and
knowledge so that Group Trucks Asia and JVs (GTA) can successfully obtain
the satisfaction of the customers in the transport solutions
Actively lead/motivate the people, and together with them achieve the
business plans/objectives
Partner with HR and the business to develop action plans to overcome talent
gaps
Drives innovative impact with a customer driven mindset that leads to
operational excellence
Manages at least two direct reports
Manages the development of accurate and dependable modeling that
includes various scenarios for HR projects/initiatives and their impact on the
business
Engages company business leaders in business strategy discussions to
determine workforce implications
Oversees and guides team to determine workforce supply/demand gap and
forecasts available pool(s) of talent
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Degree or High School with a relevant experience in Workforce Planning
preferably in Contact Centre / Call Centre
Proficient writing and verbal communication in English and German (French
would be a plus)
Maintain simulation models that accurately reflect current business
assumptions while ensuring flexibility to change key input variables including
call volume, AHT, load factors, Occupancy
Consultative skills, analytical skills, including the ability to analyze and
interpret statistics/data
Analyzes environmental factors (for example, economic, operational) to
create global solutions for human resource issues by assessing key
opportunities
Influences stakeholders by recommending strategic small to medium-scale
changes in methodologies and processes based on data or trends


